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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: CT performed with Veo model-based iterative reconstruction has shown the potential for radiation-dose reduction. This study sought to determine whether Veo could reduce noise and improve the image quality of low-dose sinus CT.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Twenty patients consented to participate and underwent low- and standard-dose sinus CT on the same day. Standard-dose CT was created with filtered back-projection (120 kV[peak], 210 mA, 0.4-second rotation, and 0.531 pitch). For low-dose CT, mA was decreased to 20 (the remaining parameters were unchanged), and images were generated with filtered back-projection and Veo. Standard- and low-dose datasets were reconstructed by using bone and soft-tissue algorithms, while the low-dose Veo reconstruction only had a standard kernel. Two blinded neuroradiologists independently evaluated the image quality of multiple osseous and soft-tissue craniofacial structures. Image noise was measured by using multiple regions of interest.

RESULTS: Eight women and 12 men (mean age, 63.3 years) participated. Volume CT dose indices were 2.9 mGy (low dose) and 31.6 mGy (standard dose), and mean dose-length products were 37.4 mGy-cm (low dose) and 406.1 mGy-cm (standard dose). Of all the imaging series, low-dose Veo demonstrated the least noise \(P < 0.001\). Compared with filtered back-projection low-dose CT using soft-tissue and bone algorithms, Veo had the best soft-tissue image quality but the poorest bone image quality \(P < 0.001\).

CONCLUSIONS: Veo significantly reduces noise in low-dose sinus CT. Although this reduction improves soft-tissue evaluation, thin bone becomes less distinct.

ABBREVIATIONS: BONE FBP LD = bone algorithm, filtered back-projection, low dose; BONE FBP SD = bone algorithm, filtered back-projection, standard dose; IRIS = iterative reconstruction in image space; SAFIRE = sinogram-affirmed iterative reconstruction; SOFT FBP LD = soft-tissue algorithm, filtered back-projection, low dose; SOFT FBP SD = soft-tissue algorithm, filtered back-projection, standard dose; VEO LD = Veo model-based iterative reconstruction, low dose

A number of radiation dose-reduction strategies have been successfully used for paranasal sinus CT. Because radiation is unavoidably transmitted to the lens of the eye, orbital bismuth shielding has been used to reduce lens radiation exposure with minimal impact on image quality.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^3\) Greater attention has been directed toward adjusting CT parameters, most commonly through the reduction of milliampere-second (mAs) (tube current time product), to allow reduced radiation exposure while maintaining acceptable image quality.\(^3\)\(^-\)\(^13\) Recently, high-pitch dual source multidetector CT systems have shown promise of even greater dose reduction.\(^14\)\(^-\)\(^15\) Nevertheless, because of progressively decreasing signal-to-noise, a threshold for tube output is invariably reached, below which imaging becomes unacceptable.

With the large computational capacities now available on normal workstations, iterative reconstruction techniques have emerged in CT as a viable alternative to the standard algorithm of filtered back-projection. Through increased complexity with more precise modeling of the acquisition process and the incorporation of various physical models, image quality can be maintained even at progressively lower radiation doses.\(^16\) Indeed, one such technique known as iterative reconstruction in image space (IRIS; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) allows significant radiation-dose reduction in sinus CT without compromising the image quality.\(^17\) More recently, sinogram-affirmed iterative reconstruction (SAFIRE; Siemens) demonstrated effective noise reduction in sinus CT at the expense of some image quality degradation.\(^18\)

Unfortunately, because of the proprietary and vendor-specific nature of the iterative reconstruction techniques, results cannot be directly extrapolated across different CT platforms. As a result,
the objective of this study was to compare low-radiation-dose sinus CT processed with Veo model-based iterative reconstruction (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) with standard and low-dose sinus CT generated with filtered back-projection through the evaluation of image noise and diagnostic image quality in 20 patients.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

This Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act–compliant study was approved by the Mayo Clinic Institutional Review board, and all patients provided written informed consent. Twenty patients 18 years of age or older who were previously scheduled for a clinically indicated sinus CT were invited to participate. Individuals with a history of previous sinonasal surgery or a known maxillofacial neoplasm were specifically excluded.

Noncontrast paranasal sinus CT was performed on all study participants by using a 64-detector row multidetector CT scanner (Discovery CT750 HD, GE Healthcare) with the patient in the supine position, extending from the hard palate superiority to include the frontal sinuses. Standard-dose sinus CT was performed by using 120 kV(peak), 210 mA, 0.4-second rotation time, 0.531 pitch, and 0.625-mm section collimation; images were generated by using filtered back-projection. Next, a low-dose sinus CT was acquired by using the same parameters except that the mA were reduced to 20. Low-dose images were generated by using both filtered back-projection and Veo model-based iterative reconstruction. Low- and standard-dose datasets from filtered back-projection were reconstructed by using bone (GE kernel, bone) and soft-tissue (GE kernel, standard) algorithms, while low-dose CT was also reconstructed with Veo (note that Veo only offered a single standard kernel). As a result, 5 imaging series were created for each patient: 1) soft-tissue algorithm, filtered back-projection, low dose [SOFT FBP LD], 2) bone algorithm, filtered back-projection, low dose [BONE FBP LD], 3) Veo model-based iterative reconstruction, low dose [VEO LD], 4) soft-tissue algorithm, filtered back-projection, standard dose [SOFT FBP SD], and 5) bone algorithm, filtered back-projection, standard dose [BONE FBP SD].

Each image set was transferred to an AW Workstation (Version 4.2; GE Healthcare) in an anonymized fashion, where it was reformatted at 1-mm increments in the axial and coronal planes. Using a round region of interest with a diameter of 1 cm, a single blinded observer measured the mean attenuation and SD in Hounsfield units of the central pons, right globe (vitreous), right masseter muscle, and air within the center of the right maxillary sinus in the axial plane. The SD was used to represent image noise. For the evaluation of diagnostic image quality, 2 board-certified neuroradiologists independently reviewed the imaging series blinded to all patient identifiers and CT parameters. Specifically, they graded image quality for the nasal septum, middle turbinate, lamina papyracea, cribiform plate, optic nerve, inferior rectus muscle, globe (eye), and brain on a scale from 1 (unacceptable noise, nondiagnostic) to 5 (excellent image quality, best diagnostic value). For each of the 5 series, the reviewers were limited to 2 preset window level and width settings for emphasis on bone (window level, 800 HU; window width, 3500 HU) and soft tissue (window level, 40 HU; window width, 400 HU). Last, an experienced endoscopic sinus surgeon was asked to qualitatively assess the low-dose sinus CT scans without and with Veo LD to determine whether there was sufficient anatomic detail for preoperative planning, and this assessment was recorded in a binary fashion as yes or no.

Statistical analyses were performed by using SAS, Version 9.2 (SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina). For descriptive analysis, the image-quality score and noise level of different imaging series by structure were presented as mean and SD; the differences among structures were assessed by the Kruskal-Wallis test. Separate mixed models were developed for image quality and image noise. For the image noise mixed model, 5 imaging series and 4 structures were included as fixed effects, and the interaction term

---

**Table 1: Image-noise measurement**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pons</th>
<th>Globe</th>
<th>Masseter</th>
<th>Maxillary Sinus</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(n = 20)</td>
<td>(n = 20)</td>
<td>(n = 20)</td>
<td>(n = 20)</td>
<td>(n = 80)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOFT FBP SD</td>
<td>55.6 (8.79)</td>
<td>52.6 (8.79)</td>
<td>175.3 (27.03)</td>
<td>115.3 (15.64)</td>
<td>183.1 (67.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BONE FBP SD</td>
<td>18.9 (2.98)</td>
<td>14.3 (2.16)</td>
<td>17.5 (2.48)</td>
<td>20.2 (4.48)</td>
<td>14.5 (3.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEO LD</td>
<td>24.7 (5.14)</td>
<td>19.1 (3.35)</td>
<td>15.7 (2.84)</td>
<td>20.5 (4.48)</td>
<td>14.5 (3.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOFT FBP LD</td>
<td>97.4 (14.47)</td>
<td>66.9 (7.78)</td>
<td>66.3 (8.96)</td>
<td>50.1 (6.42)</td>
<td>70.2 (19.73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BONE FBP LD</td>
<td>74.9 (10.60)</td>
<td>55.6 (8.79)</td>
<td>45.3 (13.16)</td>
<td>57.1 (15.06)</td>
<td>105.5 (15.64)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Values are expressed as mean (SD) of image noise measured in Hounsfield units.

b Statistically significant difference (P < .001) in paired comparison with VEO LD.
were generated by using filtered back-projection. However, despite a markedly reduced radiation dose, VEO LD demonstrated significantly less image noise compared with all other imaging series (P < .001).

Image quality assessment is reported in Table 2 and illustrated in Fig 2. Compared with bone-containing structures (cribriform plate, lamina papyracea, middle turbinate, nasal septum), the soft-tissue structures (brain, optic nerve, globe, inferior rectus muscle) were suboptimally evaluated secondary to increased noise in the filtered back-projection series reconstructed with a bone algorithm and/or obtained with a low radiation dose (ie, BONE FBP SD, BONE FBP LD, SOFT FBP LD). The image quality for the soft-tissue and bone-containing structures converged in the SOFT FBP SD series with improved soft-tissue detail at the expense of mildly reduced image quality in the evaluation of bone-containing structures. A similar pattern of image quality convergence for bone and soft-tissue structures was observed in the VEO LD group, albeit at a significantly lower image quality compared with SOFT FBP SD, despite lower image noise. Representative examples from the 5 imaging series are presented in soft-tissue (Fig 3) and bone algorithms (Fig 4).

If patients were exclusively imaged by using the low-radiation-dose technique for sinus CT, the most relevant question is whether the noise reduction of VEO LD improves image quality. In an aggregate analysis of all structures, image quality was significantly improved in VEO LD compared with BONE FBP LD and SOFT FBP LD. However, in analyzing the results by structure, this benefit was derived from VEO LD outperforming BONE FBP LD and SOFT FBP LD in the evaluation of soft-tissue structures. In contrast, VEO LD generally had poorer image quality for the bone-containing structures (Table 2).

Irrespective of the inclusion of VEO LD, none of the low-dose sinus CT scans were graded as adequate for preoperative planning.

**DISCUSSION**

In contrast to reducing radiation exposure by modifying dose-related technical parameters within the confines of a filtered back-projection algorithm, new CT systems offer the potential for fur-

---

**Table 2: Image-quality assessment**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Brain (n = 40)</th>
<th>Globe (n = 40)</th>
<th>Inferior Rectus Muscle (n = 40)</th>
<th>Optic Nerve (n = 40)</th>
<th>Cribriform Plate (n = 40)</th>
<th>Lamina Papyracea (n = 40)</th>
<th>Middle Turbinate (n = 40)</th>
<th>Nasal Septum (n = 40)</th>
<th>Total (n = 320)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BONE FBP SD</td>
<td>1.0 (0.00)</td>
<td>1.0 (0.16)</td>
<td>1.0 (0.16)</td>
<td>11.0 (0.27)</td>
<td>3.7 (0.62)</td>
<td>3.7 (0.56)</td>
<td>3.4 (0.58)</td>
<td>3.6 (0.59)</td>
<td>2.3 (0.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOFT FBP LD</td>
<td>3.4 (0.55)</td>
<td>4.0 (0.42)</td>
<td>4.0 (0.58)</td>
<td>4.1 (0.40)</td>
<td>4.0 (0.51)</td>
<td>3.9 (0.47)</td>
<td>4.0 (0.55)</td>
<td>3.9 (0.56)</td>
<td>3.9 (0.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BONE FBP SD</td>
<td>2.0 (0.28)</td>
<td>2.5 (0.51)</td>
<td>3.0 (0.53)</td>
<td>3.1 (0.45)</td>
<td>4.7 (0.47)</td>
<td>4.9 (0.33)</td>
<td>4.7 (0.46)</td>
<td>4.9 (0.36)</td>
<td>3.7 (0.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEO LD</td>
<td>2.8 (0.41)</td>
<td>2.9 (0.35)</td>
<td>3.1 (0.32)</td>
<td>3.1 (0.32)</td>
<td>3.2 (0.48)</td>
<td>2.7 (0.53)</td>
<td>3.2 (0.53)</td>
<td>3.0 (0.45)</td>
<td>3.0 (0.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOFT FBP SD</td>
<td>1.5 (0.51)</td>
<td>1.6 (0.55)</td>
<td>1.9 (0.43)</td>
<td>1.8 (0.52)</td>
<td>3.3 (0.47)</td>
<td>3.1 (0.38)</td>
<td>3.3 (0.44)</td>
<td>3.1 (0.38)</td>
<td>2.4 (0.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BONE FBP LD</td>
<td>1.0 (0.00)</td>
<td>1.0 (0.16)</td>
<td>1.0 (0.16)</td>
<td>11.0 (0.27)</td>
<td>3.7 (0.62)</td>
<td>3.7 (0.56)</td>
<td>3.4 (0.58)</td>
<td>3.6 (0.59)</td>
<td>2.3 (0.35)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Values are expressed as mean (SD). Image-quality scale ranges from 1 (unacceptable noise, nondiagnostic) to 5 (excellent image quality, best diagnostic value).

b Statistically significant difference (P < .001) in paired comparison with VEO LD.
ther dose reduction while preserving image quality through the use of iterative reconstruction.\textsuperscript{16} Whether using statistical or model-based methods, these techniques proceed through an iterative loop in which a forward-projected image is compared with measured raw data and a correction factor is applied to the volumetric estimate, which is then back-projected. This iteration continues to converge toward a better solution until a predefined criterion for stopping is met. Unfortunately, the commercially available iterative reconstruction techniques from the major CT vendors must largely be viewed as a “black box,” because radiation dose-reduction strategies allow a competitive advantage in the marketplace. Consequently, the performance of iterative reconstruction algorithms must be independently tested and validated in different body regions.

The use of Veo in low-dose sinus CT performed with a mean dose-length product of 37.4 mGy-cm significantly reduced image noise in comparison with filtered back-projection, and this reduction translated into improved image quality in the evaluation of craniofacial soft-tissue structures. Unfortunately, the smoothing effect of the Veo model-based iterative reconstruction impaired evaluation of structures containing thin bone at a low dose. Despite suboptimal performance for bone resolution, Veo may still prove to be a useful adjunct reconstruction technique for low-dose sinus CT. In evaluating the impact of radiation-dose reduction on multidetector sinus CT image quality, Brem et al\textsuperscript{4} found that soft tissues tolerate much less dose reduction compared with bone. Effective mAs could only be decreased to 134 to maintain diagnostic image quality for soft-tissue components, but diagnostic quality was maintained to an effective mAs of 67 if only osseous structures were considered. As a result, Veo may allow greater dose reduction for sinus CT by helping to salvage soft-tissue image quality.

To date, only 2 other studies have evaluated iterative reconstruction for potential radiation-dose reduction in the performance of sinus CT, both of which were developed by Siemens. Bulla et al\textsuperscript{17} incorporated IRIS into a low-dose sinus CT protocol that compared their standard-dose CT (60 mAs, 120 kV) with image datasets acquired at 48 mAs, 36 mAs, and 24 mAs, through the evaluation of subjective image quality. Compared with filtered back-projection at 60 mAs, IRIS was found to improve image quality at 48 mAs, with no statistically significant decrement in image quality at the lower doses of 36 and 24 mAs. Notably, the authors still could reconstruct images in a bone kernel with IRIS, which is not an option with Veo tested in the current study. Because quantitative noise measurements were not made in the study of Bulla et al, it is not possible to draw any comparison of image quality and the degree of noise reduction. Schulz et al\textsuperscript{18} tested sinogram-affirmed iterative reconstruction by using a phantom head model at different radiation doses (100–120 kV, 25–100 mAs). They evaluated image quality and measured noise,

FIG 3. Axial noncontrast sinus CT (window level, 40 HU; window width, 400 HU) through the level of the orbits for the following imaging series: soft-tissue algorithm, filtered back-projection, standard dose (A); bone algorithm, filtered back-projection, standard dose (B); soft-tissue algorithm, filtered back-projection, low dose (C); bone algorithm, filtered back-projection, low dose (D); and Veo model-based iterative reconstruction, low dose (E). The decreased image noise secondary to Veo allows improved visualization of orbital and intracranial soft-tissue structures relative to the other low-dose protocols but not to the level of the standard-dose sinus CT.
and comparison was made with both filtered back-projection and IRIS. The SAFIRE software permits 5 different levels of noise suppression (I-V), and these were tested by using both hard and soft kernels. SAFIRE V behaved closest to Veo in that it achieved the greatest degree of noise reduction (up to 85%) but also received the lowest scores for image quality. The readers in that study preferred the highest tube current images rendered with filtered back-projection, even though the lowest setting of SAFIRE I also had less noise. The authors concluded that it may not be possible to compensate for insufficient photons through greater levels of iterative reconstruction because the latter may soften bone edges and cortical structures to an unacceptable level.

Wide variation exists in the radiation dose of sinus CT protocols at different institutions, largely because of the individual preferences of both radiologists and surgeons.19-21 Because no universally accepted standard exists for image quality, Hojreh et al20 proposed using image noise measured in a phantom as an indicator of appropriate sinus CT radiation dose. It was suggested that low-dose sinus CT be characterized by a pixel noise of 70–90 HU, normal-dose sinus CT have a pixel noise of 50–70 HU, and high-dose sinus CT produce a pixel noise of <50 HU. Although the objective and reproducible nature of this technique is appealing, the noise measurements must be referenced to an edge-enhancing reconstruction algorithm with filtered back-projection because the current study of Veo and previous work with SAFIRE reveal that lower noise cannot be equated to improved image quality for sinus CT by using iterative reconstruction.18

Previous studies have tested the impact of reducing the radiation dose to as low as a volume CT dose index of 1.1 mGy on computer-assisted surgical navigation and have found no technical limitation on the surface registration algorithm or navigation accuracy.20,22 Instead, the level of dose reduction was dictated by the different needs for image quality of the individual surgeon, which are heavily driven by bone anatomic detail. In the current study, the inclusion of Veo did not convert any of the low-dose sinus CT scans from unacceptable to acceptable for preoperative planning. Compared with the bone algorithm reconstruction of a filtered back-projection low-dose CT, an iterative reconstruction technique would need to improve the bone detail of sinonasal landmarks to accomplish this conversion.

Limitations of this study include the small sample size, though the statistical power was sufficient to demonstrate key differences between Veo and filtered back-projection. Only a single low-dose sinus CT was performed in each patient, without the evaluation of additional tube current settings. The very low mAs used in this study was selected in an attempt to better elicit potential differences in image quality and noise between filtered back-projection and Veo. Although Veo improved the image quality of soft-tissue structures, the image quality was still suboptimal at this very low dose. A higher radiation dose, perhaps at 50% of the standard...
dose, would provide better image quality but would still significantly reduce the dose. However, it is likely that Veo would perform similarly at an intermediate radiation dose by reducing image noise without improving bone detail. Ultimately, radiation dose reduction in sinus CT must balance noise reduction and bone resolution. Future refinement of Veo for use in low-dose sinus CT should include the option of a high-resolution bone algorithm. This is currently not available with Veo but is included with some other commercially available adaptive statistical and model-based iterative reconstruction packages. Given that the VEO LD series had significantly lower image noise than all filtered back-projection imaging series regardless of radiation dose, it may be possible to sacrifice some noise reduction at the expense of improved edge enhancement.

CONCLUSIONS

Veo model-based iterative reconstruction significantly reduces image noise in low-dose sinus CT. As tested, this reduction caused some obscuration of fine detail of thin bone, and future versions of Veo should ideally include the option of a high-resolution bone algorithm. Veo improved visualization of soft-tissue structures, though not to a diagnostic level because of the very low radiation dose used in this study. Given that low-dose sinus CT performed with standard filtered back-projection still permits visualization of high contrast bone at the expense of soft-tissue image quality, the incorporation of Veo into a low-dose sinus imaging protocol may be useful for improving soft-tissue evaluation.
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